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A brief history of dogs 

Transcript 

Since their emergence over 200,000 years ago, modern humans have 
established homes and communities all over the planet. But they didn’t do it 
alone. Whatever corner of the globe you find homo sapiens in today, you’re 
likely to find another species nearby: Canis lupus familiaris. Whether they’re 
herding, hunting, sledding, or slouching the sheer variety of domestic dogs is 
staggering. But what makes the story of man’s best friend so surprising is that 
they all evolved from a creature often seen as one of our oldest rivals: Canis 
lupus, or the gray wolf.  

emergence (การปรากฎขึ้น) staggering (นาตกใจ) 

When our Paleolithic ancestors first settled Eurasia roughly 100,000 years ago, 
wolves were one of their main rivals at the top of the food chain. Able to exert 
over 300 lbs. of pressure in one bone-crushing bite and sniff out prey more 
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than a mile away, these formidable predators didn’t have much competition. 
Much like human hunter-gatherers, they lived and hunted in complex social 
groups consisting of a few nuclear families and used their social skills to 
cooperatively take down larger creatures. Using these group tactics, they 
operated as effective persistence hunters, relying not on outrunning their prey, 
but pursuing it to the point of exhaustion.  

Paleolithic ancestors (มนุษยยุคหินเกา) settle (ต้ังรกราก) food chain (หวงโซอาหาร) 

exert (ใชแรง) formidable (นากลัว, นาเกรงขาม) predator (นักลา) 

But when pitted against the similar strengths of their invasive new neighbors, 
wolves found themselves at a crossroads. For most packs, these burgeoning 
bipeds represented a serious threat to their territory. But for some wolves, 
especially those without a pack, human camps offered new opportunities. 
Wolves that showed less aggression towards humans could come closer to 
their encampments, feeding on leftovers. And as these more docile scavengers 
outlasted their aggressive brethren, their genetic traits were passed on, 
gradually breeding tamer wolves in areas near human populations.  

invasive (ที่รุกราน) burgeoning (ที่โต, พัฒนารวดเร็ว) biped (สัตวที่เดินสองขา) 

territory (อาณาเขต) encampment (คาย, ที่พัก) docile (เชื่อง)  

genetic trait (ลักษณะทางพันธุกรรม)  

Over time humans found a multitude of uses for these docile wolves. They 
helped to track and hunt prey and might have served as sentinels to guard 
camps and warn of approaching enemies. Their similar social structure made it 
easy to integrate with human families and learn to understand their commands. 
Eventually they moved from the fringes of our communities into our homes, 
becoming humanity’s first domesticated animal.  

multitude (จํานวนมาก, หลายอยาง) sentinel (ผูเฝายาม) 

The earliest of these Proto-Dogs or Wolf-Dogs, seem to have appeared around 
33,000 years ago, and would not have looked all that different from their wild 
cousins. They were primarily distinguished by their smaller size and a shorter 
snout full of comparatively smaller teeth. But as human cultures and 
occupations became more diverse and specialized, so did our friends. Short 
stocky dogs to herd livestock by nipping their heels; elongated dogs to flush 
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badgers and foxes out of burrows; thin and sleek dogs for racing; and large, 
muscular dogs for guard duty. With the emergence of kennel clubs and dog 
shows during England’s Victorian era, these dog types were standardized into 
breeds, with many new ones bred purely for appearance. Sadly, while all dog 
breeds are the product of artificial selection, some are healthier than others. 
Many of these aesthetic characteristics come with congenital health problems, 
such as difficulty breathing or being prone to spinal injuries.  

stocky (เต้ียมอตอ) elongated (ยาว) aesthetic (สวยงาม)  

congenital health problem (ปญหาสุขภาพโดยกําเนิด) 

Humanity’s longest experiment in controlled evolution has had other side 
effects as well. Generations of selection for tameness have favored more 
juvenile and submissive traits that were pleasing to humans. This phenomenon 
of selecting traits associated with youth is known as neoteny and can be seen 
in many domestic animals. Thousands of years of co-evolution may even have 
bonded us chemically. Not only can canines understand our emotions and body 
language, but when dogs and humans interact, both our bodies release 
oxytocin; a hormone commonly associated with feelings of love and 
protectiveness.  

juvenile (ยังเด็ก, ออนวัย) submissive (ที่เชื่อฟง, ยอมตาม)  

phenomenon (ปรากฎการณ) 

It might be difficult to fathom how every Pomeranian, Chihuahua, and Poodle 
are descended from fierce wolves. But the diversity of breeds today is the 
result of a relationship that precedes cities, agriculture, and even the 
disappearance of our Neanderthal cousins. And it’s heartening to know that 
given enough time, even our most dangerous rivals can become our fiercest 
friends. 

fathom (เขาใจ) diversity (ความหลากหลาย) 
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There may be extraterrestrial life in our solar system 

Transcript 

Deep in our solar system, a new era of space exploration is unfolding. Beneath 
the thick ice of Europa, in the vapor plumes on Enceladus, and within the 
methane lakes of Titan, astrobiologists are on the hunt for extraterrestrial life.  

We’ve honed in on these three moons because each is an ‘ocean world,’ an 
environment that contains a liquid ocean– and liquid can support the formation 
of life.  

vapor plumes (กลุมไอ, ควัน)  astrobiologist (นักชีววิทยาอวกาศ) 

extraterrestrial life (ส่ิงมีชีวิตนอกโลก) 

Living organisms have to be able to grow, reproduce, and feed themselves, 
among other things. All of those functions require the formation of complex 
molecules from more basic components. Liquids such as water allow chemical 
compounds to remain in suspension instead of sinking under the force of 
gravity. This enables them to interact frequently in a 3-dimensional space and, 
in the right conditions, go through chemical reactions that lead to the formation 
of living matter.  
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reproduce (การสืบพันธุ) suspension (การลอยตัวของสาร) gravity (แรงโนมถวง) 

That alone isn’t enough; the small but complex biomolecules that we’re familiar 
with are sensitive to temperature— too hot or cold, and they won’t mix. Liquid 
water has an additional advantage in that it’s relatively temperature-stable, 
meaning it can insulate molecules against large shifts in heat. On Earth, these 
and other conditions in aquatic environments may have supported the 
emergence of life billions of years ago. Tantalizingly, the same could be true in 
other parts of our solar system, like these three icy moons.  

relatively (คอนขาง) insulate (หอหุม) 

Europa, which is a moon of Jupiter, is probably the most intriguing ocean world. 
Beneath a surface layer of ice thicker than Mount Everest, there exists a liquid 
ocean as much as 100 kilometers deep. Astrobiologists think this hidden ocean 
could harbor life. Thanks to the Galileo probe, we can deduce that its potential 
salt content is similar to that of some lakes on Earth. But most of its 
characteristics will be a mystery until we can explore it further.  

intriguing (นาทึง่) 

Like Jupiter, Saturn also has moons that might have the right conditions for life. 
For instance– Enceladus is a tiny ball of ice that’s small enough to nestle within 
the surface area of the Gulf of Mexico. Similarly, to Europa, it likely contains an 
ocean deep under the ice. But Enceladus also has geysers that frequently vent 
water vapor and tiny ice grains into space. Astrobiologists are curious about 
whether these geysers are connected to the ocean below. They hope to send a 
probe to test whether the geysers’ plumes of vapor contain life-enabling 
material from that hidden sea.  

geyser (นํ้าพุรอน) 

Although it’s the best-known substance for nurturing life, water isn’t necessarily 
the only medium that can support living things. Take Titan, Saturn’s largest 
moon, which has a thick nitrogen atmosphere containing methane and many 
other organic molecules. Its clouds condense and rain onto Titan’s surface, 
sustaining lakes and seas full of liquid methane. This compound’s particular 
chemistry means it’s not as supportive a medium as water. But, paired with the 
high quantities of organic material that also rain down from the sky, these 
bodies of liquid methane could possibly support unfamiliar life forms.  
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substance (สสาร) medium (วิธี, ส่ือ) condense (ควบแนน) 

So what might indicate that life exists on these or other worlds? If it is out 
there, astrobiologists speculate that it would be microscopic, comparable to the 
bacteria we have on earth. This would make it difficult to directly observe from 
a great distance, so astrobiologists seek clues called biosignatures. Those may 
be cells, fossils, or mineral traces left behind by living things. And finding any 
biosignatures will be challenging for many reasons. One of the biggest concerns 
is to make sure we sterilize our probes extremely thoroughly. Otherwise we 
could accidentally contaminate ocean worlds with Earth’s own bacteria, which 
could destroy alien life.  

speculate (คาดเดา) sterilize (ฆาเชื้อ) probe (เครื่องมืออุปกรณ)  

contaminate (ปนเปอน) 

Titan, Enceladus, and Europa are just three of possibly many ocean worlds that 
we could explore. We already know of several other candidates in our solar 
system, including Jupiter’s moons Callisto and Ganymede, Neptune’s Triton, and 
even Pluto.  

If there’s this much potential for life to exist in our own tiny solar system, what 
unimagined secrets might the rest of the universe contain? 
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The wild world of carnivorous plants 

Transcript 

Little do they know it, but these six creatures are each about to experience a 
very unusual death. One-by-one, they will fall prey to the remarkable, predatory 
antics of... a carnivorous plant.  

unusual (แปลกประหลาด) prey (เหยื่อ) carnivorous (ที่กินเน้ือ) 

Around the world there are more than 600 plant species that supplement a 
regular diet of sunlight, water, and soil with insects, microbes, or even frogs and 
rats. Scientists believe that carnivory in plants evolved separately at least six 
times on our planet, suggesting that this flesh-munching adaptation holds a 
major benefit for plants. Carnivorous plants tend to grow in places with highly 
acidic soil, which is poor in crucial nutrients like nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
potassium. In these hostile conditions, plants that are able to lure, trap, and 
digest prey have an advantage over those that rely on soil for their nutrients.  

acidic soil (ดินที่เปนกรด) crucial (สําคัญ) nutrient (สารอาหาร) 

hostile (ไมเปนมิตร) lure (หลอกลอ)  digest (ยอย) rely on (พ่ึงพา) 
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Take this inhospitable bog, where pitcher plants reign supreme. Drawn to the 
pitcher’s vivid colors and alluring scent, the fly closes in and slurps its nectar. 
But this pitcher species has an ingredient called coniine in its nectar, a 
powerful narcotic to insects. As the coniine takes effect, the fly grows sluggish, 
stumbles, and falls down the funnel into a pool of liquid at the base, where he 
drowns. Enzymes and bacteria in the liquid slowly break his body down into 
microscopic particles the pitcher plant can consume through its leaves. 
Occasionally, larger prey also tumbles into the fatal funnel of the pitcher plant.  

inhospitable (ไมเปนมิตร) bog (หนอง, บึง) vivid (เขม, สด)  

alluring scent (กล่ินเยายวน) nectar (นํ้าหวานเกสรดอกไม) narcotic (สารเสพติด)  

sluggish (เฉ่ือยชา) drown (จมนํ้า)  tumble (ลม) 

The second victim faces off with the sticky sundew plant. The sundew’s tiny 
leaves are equipped with a viscous secretion called mucilage. The ant is swiftly 
trapped in this goo. As she struggles, enzymes begin to digest her body. Special 
tentacles sense her movement and curl around her, clenching her in their 
suffocating grip. Once she asphyxiates, which can happen in under an hour, the 
tentacles unfurl again to snare their next victim.  

viscous secretion (เมือกเหนียว) tentacle (หนวดจับ)  

asphyxiate (ขาดอากาศ, หายใจไมออก)  unfurl (คล่ีออก) snare (วางกับดัก) 

Two down, four to go. The next target meets his end underground, in the coils 
of the corkscrew plant. He enters the roots through a tiny slit in search of food. 
But inside, he quickly loses his way through the tangled labyrinth. A forest of 
curved hairs prevents his escape, guiding him into a central chamber with flesh-
digesting enzymes and deadly low levels of oxygen.  

labyrinth (เขาวงกต) deadly *adv. (อยางสุดๆ) 

In the murky depths of a nearby pond, a tadpole unwittingly swims into the 
path of the bladderwort, the speediest of all carnivorous plants. She treads on 
the bladderwort’s trigger, and in milliseconds, a trapdoor swings open and sucks 
her in. Trapped half in and half out, she struggles to free herself while the part 
of her body inside the plant gets digested. Over the next few hours, her 
writhing sets the trap off repeatedly, each time bringing her deeper into the 
plant to be digested alive bit by bit.  
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tadpole (ลูกออด) millisecond (เส้ียววินาที) writhe (ด้ินทุรนทุราย) 

Meanwhile, this beetle is bewitched by sweet-smelling nectar. The scent draws 
him closer and closer until he lands on the leaves of the world’s most infamous 
carnivorous plant. His landing triggers tiny hairs on the surface of the leaves, 
and the jaws of the venus fly trap snap shut around him. The spikes interlock to 
seal his fate. Once closed, the leaves act like an external stomach that digests 
the beetle’s soft tissues. When they open again a few days later, only the dry 
husk of his exoskeleton remains.  

infamous (มีชื่อเสียงไมดี) interlock (ประกบ,ประสานกัน)  husk (เปลือก) 

exoskeleton (เปลือกแขง็ภายนอก) 

The mayfly is the last creature standing. As she approaches the butterwort 
plant, she heads for the flowers that wave high above the plant’s globs of 
adhesive goo. She alights on the petals, drinks the nectar, and takes off 
unscathed. These long flower stalks keep certain insects away from the 
carnivore’s traps— a way of separating pollinators from food. Off the mayfly 
buzzes to live a long and fruitful life. 

adhesive *adj. (เหนียว) *n. (กาว) goo (สารที่มีความเหนียว) alight (ลงจอด) 

petal (กลีบดอก) unscathed (ไมไดรับบาดเจ็บ) 
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Why are sloths so slow? 

Transcript 

In 1796, Thomas Jefferson received a box of bones he couldn't identify. A long, 
sharp claw reminded him of a lion, but the arm bones suggested a larger animal, 
one about three meters long. Thinking it might be huge unknown species of 
North American lion, Jefferson warned explorers Lewis and Clark to keep an eye 
out for this mysterious predator. But Jefferson's box of bones didn't come from 
a lion. They came from an extinct giant sloth. Prehistoric ground sloths first 
appeared around 35 million years ago. Dozens of species lived across North, 
Central and South America, alongside other ancient creatures like mastodons 
and giant armadillos. Some ground sloths, like the megalonychid, were cat-sized, 
but many were massive. Jefferson's sloth, Megalonyx, weighed about a ton, and 
that was small compared to megatherium, which could reach six metric tons, as 
much as an elephant. They ambled through the forests and savannas using their 
strong arms and sharp claws to uproot plants and climb trees, grazing on 
grasses, leaves, and prehistoric avocados. In fact, we might not have avocados 
today if not for the giant sloths. Smaller animals couldn't swallow the avocado's 
huge seed, but the sloths could, and they spread avocado trees far and wide.  
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extinct (ที่สูญพันธุ) prehistoric (กอนประวัติศาสตร, ดึกดําบรรพ) ancient (โบราณ) 

massive (ใหญโต) amble (เดินชาๆ, เดินทอดนอง) 

Ground sloths flourished for millions of years, but around 10,000 years ago, 
they started disappearing along with the Western Hemisphere's other giant 
mammals. Researchers think that ground sloths could have been pushed out by 
an oncoming ice age, or competition with other species, maybe humans, who 
arrived in the region around the time most of the sloths went extinct. Some of 
the smaller sloths did survive and migrated to the treetops. Today, there are six 
species left living in the rainforest canopies of Central and South America. 
Hanging out in the trees is a good way to avoid predators, and there are plenty 
of leaves to eat. But this diet has its drawbacks. Animals extract energy from 
food and use that energy to move around, maintain their body temperature, 
keep their organs working, and all the other activities necessary for survival. 
But leaves don't contain much energy, and that which they do have is tough to 
extract. Most herbivores supplement a leafy diet with higher energy foods like 
fruit and seeds. But sloths, especially three-toed sloths, rely on leaves almost 
exclusively. They've evolved finely tuned strategies for coping with this 
restricted diet. First, they extract as much energy from their food as possible. 
Sloths have a multi-chambered stomach that takes up a third of their body, and 
depending on the species, they can spend five to seven days, or even weeks, 
processing a meal. The other piece of the puzzle is to use as little energy as 
possible. One way sloths do this is, of course, by not moving very much. They 
spend most of their time eating, resting, or sleeping. They descend from the 
canopy just once a week for a bathroom break. When sloths do move, it's not 
very fast. It would take a sloth about five minutes to cross an average 
neighborhood street. This unhurried approach to life means that sloths don't 
need very much muscle. In fact, they have about 30% less muscle mass than 
other animals their size. Sloths also use less energy to keep themselves warm 
because their body temperature can fluctuate by about five degrees Celsius, 
less than a cold-blooded reptile, but more than most mammals.  

mammal (สัตวเล้ียงลูกดวยนม)  migrate (อพยพ) canopy (รมไม)  

drawback (ขอเสีย) extract (สกัด, ดึงออกมา) survival (การอยูรอด) 

herbivore (สัตวกินพืช) restricted (ที่จํากัด) fluctuate (ผันผวน)  
reptile (สัตวเล้ือยคลาน) 
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These physical and behavioral adaptations minimize the sloth's energy 
expenditure, or metabolic rate. Three-toed sloths have the slowest metabolism 
of any mammal. The giant panda is second slowest, and two-toed sloths come 
in third. Moving slowly has allowed sloths to thrive in their treetop habitat. But 
it's also made the sloths themselves a great habitat for other organisms, 
including algae, which provides a little extra camouflage, and maybe even a 
snack. Sloths may not be giant anymore, but that doesn't make them any less 
remarkable. 

minimize (ลดลง) energy expenditure (การใชพลังงาน)  

habitat (ที่อยูอาศัยตามธรรมชาติ) camouflage (การพรางตัว) 

 

 
How does Rorschach inkblot test work? 

Transcript 

Take a look at this image. What might this be? A frightening monster? Two 
friendly bears? Or something else entirely? For nearly a century, ten inkblots 
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like these have been used as what seems like an almost mystical personality 
test. Long kept confidential for psychologists and their patients, the mysterious 
images were said to draw out the workings of a person’s mind. But what can 
inkblots really tell us, and how does this test work?  

confidential (เปนความลับ) psychologist (นักจิตวิทยา) 

Invented in the early 20th century by Swiss psychiatrist Hermann Rorschach, 
the Rorschach Test is actually less about the specific things we see, and more 
about our general approach to perception. As an amateur artist Hermann was 
fascinated by how visual perception varies from person to person. He carried 
this interest to medical school, where he learned all our senses are deeply 
connected. He studied how our process of perception doesn’t just register 
sensory inputs, but transforms them. And when he started working at a mental 
hospital in eastern Switzerland, he began designing a series of puzzling images 
to gain new insight into this enigmatic process.  

psychiatrist (จิตแพทย) perception (การรับรู)  enigmatic (เขาใจยาก, เปนปรศินา) 

Using his inkblot paintings, Rorschach began quizzing hundreds of healthy 
subjects and psychiatric patients with the same question: what might this be? 
However, it wasn’t what the test subjects saw that was most important to 
Rorschach, but rather, how they approached the task. Which parts of the image 
did they focus on or ignore? Did they see the image moving? Did the color on 
some inkblots help them give better answers, or distract and overwhelm them?  

He developed a system to code people’s responses, reducing the wide range of 
interpretations to a few manageable numbers. Now he had empirical measures 
to quantify all kinds of test takers: the creative and imaginative, the detail-
oriented, the big-picture perceivers, and flexible participants able to adapt their 
approach. Some people would get stuck, offering the same answer for multiple 
blots. Others gave unusual and delightful descriptions. Responses were as 
varied as the inkblots, which offered different kinds of perceptual problems– 
some easier to interpret than others. But analyzing the test-taker’s overall 
approach yielded real insights into their psychology. And as Rorschach tested 
more and more people, patterns began to pile up. Healthy subjects with the 
same personalities often took remarkably similar approaches. Patients suffering 
from the same mental illnesses also performed similarly, making the test a 
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reliable diagnostic tool. It could even diagnose some conditions difficult to 
pinpoint with other available methods.  

interpretation (การตีความ) manageable (ที่จัดการได)  

empirical (เชงิประจักษ, เชิงประสบการณ) diagnose (วินิจฉัย) 

In 1921, Rorschach published his coding system alongside the ten blots he felt 
gave the most nuanced picture of people’s perceptual approach. Over the next 
several decades, the test became wildly popular in countries around the world. 
By the 1960s, it had been officially administered millions of times in the U.S. 
alone. Unfortunately, less than a year after publishing the test, Hermann 
Rorschach had died suddenly. Without its inventor to keep it on track, the test 
he had methodically gathered so much data to support began to be used in all 
sorts of speculative ways.  

nuanced (ที่แตกตางกันเล็กนอย)  

Researchers gave the test to Nazi war criminals, hoping to unlock the 
psychological roots of mass murder. Anthropologists showed the images to 
remote communities as a sort of universal personality test. Employers made 
prejudiced hiring decisions based on reductive decoding charts. As the test left 
clinics and entered popular culture its reputation among medical professionals 
plummeted, and the blots began to fall out of clinical use.  

criminal (อาชญากร) mass murder (การสังหารหมู)  anthropologist (นักมานุษยวิทยา) 

plummet (ตกลง, ลดลงอยางรวดเร็ว) 

Today, the test is still controversial, and many people assume it has been 
disproven. But a massive 2013 review of all the existing Rorschach research 
showed that when administered properly the test yields valid results, which can 
help diagnose mental illness or round out a patient’s psychological profile. It’s 
hardly a stand-alone key to the human mind– no test is. But its visual approach 
and lack of any single right answer continue to help psychologists paint a more 
nuanced picture of how people see the world. Bringing us one step closer to 
understanding the patterns behind our perceptions. 
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The surprising link between stress and memory 

Transcript 

You spend weeks studying for an important test. On the big day, you wait 
nervously as your teacher hands it out. You’re working your way through, when 
you’re asked to define ‘ataraxia.’ You know you’ve seen it before, but your mind 
goes blank. What just happened?  

The answer lies in the complex relationship between stress and memory. There 
are many types and degrees of stress and different kinds of memory, but we’re 
going to focus on how short-term stress impacts your memory for facts.  

short-term (ระยะส้ัน) 

To start, it helps to understand how this kind of memory works. Facts you read, 
hear, or study become memories through a process with three main steps. First 
comes acquisition: the moment you encounter a new piece of information. Each 
sensory experience activates a unique set of brain areas.  

acquisition (การไดมา) sensory (เก่ียวกับการรับความรูสึก) 

In order to become lasting memories, these sensory experiences have to be 
consolidated by the hippocampus, influenced by the amygdala, which 
emphasizes experiences associated with strong emotions. The hippocampus 
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then encodes memories, probably by strengthening the synaptic connections 
stimulated during the original sensory experience.  

consolidate (รวม) associate with (เก่ียวของกับ)  encode (เขารหัส) 

Once a memory has been encoded, it can be remembered, or retrieved, later. 
Memories are stored all over the brain, and it’s likely the prefrontal cortex that 
signals for their retrieval.  

So how does stress affect each of these stages? In the first two stages, 
moderate stress can actually help experiences enter your memory. Your brain 
responds to stressful stimuli by releasing hormones known as corticosteroids, 
which activate a process of threat-detection and threat-response in the 
amygdala. The amygdala prompts your hippocampus to consolidate the stress-
inducing experience into a memory. Meanwhile, the flood of corticosteroids 
from stress stimulates your hippocampus, also prompting memory 
consolidation.  

moderate (ปานกลาง)  stimuli *plural (ส่ิงเรา) detection (การตรวจจับ) 

stimulate (กระตุน) 

But even though some stress can be helpful, extreme and chronic stress can 
have the opposite effect. Researchers have tested this by injecting rats directly 
with stress hormones. As they gradually increased the dose of corticosteroids, 
the rats’ performance on memory tests increased at first, but dropped off at 
higher doses. In humans, we see a similar positive effect with moderate stress. 
But that only appears when the stress is related to the memory task— so while 
time pressure might help you memorize a list, having a friend scare you will not. 
And the weeks, months, or even years of sustained corticosteroids that result 
from chronic stress can damage the hippocampus and decrease your ability to 
form new memories.  

chronic (เรื้อรงั) inject (ฉีด) 

It would be nice if some stress also helped us remember facts, but 
unfortunately, the opposite is true. The act of remembering relies on the 
prefrontal cortex, which governs thought, attention, and reasoning. When 
corticosteroids stimulate the amygdala, the amygdala inhibits, or lessens the 
activity of, the prefrontal cortex. The reason for this inhibition is so the 
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fight/flight/freeze response can overrule slower, more reasoned thought in a 
dangerous situation. But that can also have the unfortunate effect of making 
your mind go blank during a test. And then the act of trying to remember can 
itself be a stressor, leading to a vicious cycle of more corticosteroid release 
and an even smaller chance of remembering.  

govern (ควบคุม) inhibit (ยับยัง้)  stressor (ส่ิงทีท่ําใหเกิดความเครยีด) 

vicious cycle (วงจรอุบาทว, วงจรของปญหา) 

So, what can you do to turn stress to your advantage and stay calm and 
collected when it matters the most? First, if you know a stressful situation like 
a test is coming, try preparing in conditions similar to the stressful environment. 
Novelty can be a stressor. Completing practice questions under time pressure 
or seated at a desk rather than on a couch, can make your stress response to 
these circumstances less sensitive during the test itself.  

collected (สงบ, มีสติ)  novelty (ความใหม, ส่ิงแปลกใหม)  

circumstance (สภาวะแวดลอม) 

Exercise is another useful tool. Increasing your heart and breathing rate is 
linked to chemical changes in your brain that help reduce anxiety and increase 
your sense of well-being. Regular exercise is also widely thought to improve 
sleeping patterns, which comes in handy the night before a test.  

And on the actual test day, try taking deep breaths to counteract your body’s 
flight/fight/freeze response. Deep breathing exercises have shown measurable 
reduction in test anxiety in groups ranging from third graders to nursing 
students.  

So, the next time you find your mind going blank at a critical moment, take a 
few deep breaths until you remember ataraxia: a state of calmness, free from 
anxiety. 

anxiety (ความวิตกกังวล) come in handy (มีประโยชน)  counteract (ตาน, โตตอบ) 

deep breathing (การหายใจเขาลึกๆ) critical moment (ชวงเวลาสําคัญ) 
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A brief history of cannibalism 

Transcript 

15th century Europeans believed they had hit upon a miracle cure: a remedy for 
epilepsy, hemorrhage, bruising, nausea, and virtually any other medical ailment. 
This brown powder could be mixed into drinks, made into salves or eaten 
straight up. It was known as mumia and made by grinding up mummified human 
flesh.  

remedy (การรักษา) epilepsy (โรคลมชัก) hemorrhage (ภาวะเลือดออก) 

nausea (อาการคล่ืนไส)  salve (ยาทาแผล) human flesh (เน้ือมนุษย) 

The word "cannibal" dates from the time of Christopher Columbus; in fact, 
Columbus may even have coined it himself. After coming ashore on the island 
of Guadaloupe, Columbus' initial reports back to the Queen of Spain described 
the indigenous people as friendly and peaceful— though he did mention rumors 
of a group called the Caribs, who made violent raids and then cooked and ate 
their prisoners. In response, Queen Isabella granted permission to capture and 
enslave anyone who ate human flesh. When the island failed to produce the 
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gold Columbus was looking for, he began to label anyone who resisted his 
plundering and kidnapping as a Caribe. Somewhere along the way, the word 
"Carib" became "Canibe" and then "Cannibal." First used by colonizers to 
dehumanize indigenous people, it has since been applied to anyone who eats 
human flesh.  

cannibal (มนุษยกินคน) coin (สรางคาํ)  indigenous people (คนพ้ืนเมือง) 

prisoner (นักโทษ) enslave (ทําใหเปนทาส)  label (ตีตรา) 

resist (ตอตาน) plundering (การปลน)  dehumanize (ลดทอนความเปนมนุษย) 

So the term comes from an account that wasn't based on hard evidence, but 
cannibalism does have a real and much more complex history. It has taken 
diverse forms— sometimes, as with mumia, it doesn't involve recognizable parts 
of the human body. The reasons for cannibalistic practices have varied, too. 
Across cultures and time periods, there's evidence of survival cannibalism, 
when people living through a famine, siege or ill-fated expedition had to either 
eat the bodies of the dead or starve to death themselves. But it's also been 
quite common for cultures to normalize some form of eating human flesh under 
ordinary circumstances. Because of false accounts like Columbus's, it's difficult 
to say exactly how common cultural cannibalism has been— but there are still 
some examples of accepted cannibalistic practices from within the cultures 
practicing them.  

famine (ความอดอยาก) siege (การปดลอม) starve to death (อดอาหารจนตาย) 

Take the medicinal cannibalism in Europe during Columbus's time. Starting in 
the 15th century, the demand for mumia increased. At first, stolen mummies 
from Egypt supplied the mumia craze, but soon the demand was too great to be 
sustained on Egyptian mummies alone, and opportunists stole bodies from 
European cemeteries to turn into mumia. Use of mumia continued for hundreds 
of years. It was listed in the Merck index, a popular medical encyclopedia, into 
the 20th century. And ground up mummies were far from the only remedy made 
from human flesh that was common throughout Europe. Blood, in either liquid 
or powdered form, was used to treat epilepsy, while human liver, gall stones, oil 
distilled from human brains, and pulverized hearts were popular medical 
concoctions.  
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opportunist (คนฉวยโอกาส) cemetery (สุสาน) gall stone (กอนน่ิว) 
distill (กล่ัน) pulverize (บดเปนผง)  concoction (การปรุง) 

In China, the written record of socially accepted cannibalism goes back almost 
2,000 years. One particularly common form of cannibalism appears to have 
been filial cannibalism, where adult sons and daughters would offer a piece of 
their own flesh to their parents. This was typically offered as a last-ditch 
attempt to cure a sick parent, and wasn't fatal to their offspring— it usually 
involved flesh from the thigh or, less often, a finger.  

Cannibalistic funerary rites are another form of culturally sanctioned 
cannibalism. Perhaps the best-known example came from the Fore people of 
New Guinea. Through the mid-20th century, members of the community would, 
if possible, make their funerary preferences known in advance, sometimes 
requesting that family members gather to consume the body after death. 
Tragically, though these rituals honored the deceased, they also spread a 
deadly disease known as kuru through the community.  

funerary rite (พิธีการจัดงานศพ) sanction (สนับสนุน, ยินยอม) 

deadly disease (โรครายแรง) 

Between the fictionalized stories, verifiable practices, and big gaps that still 
exist in our knowledge, there's no one history of cannibalism. But we do know 
that people have been eating each other, volunteering themselves to be eaten, 
and accusing others of eating people for millennia. 
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How does the stock market work? 

Transcript 

In the 1600s the Dutch East India Company employed hundreds of ships to 
trade gold, porcelain, spices, and silks around the globe. But running this 
massive operation wasn’t cheap. In order to fund their expensive voyages, the 
company turned to private citizens– individuals who could invest money to 
support the trip in exchange for a share of the ship’s profits. This practice 
allowed the company to afford even grander voyages, increasing profits for 
both themselves and their savvy investors.  

voyage (การเดินเรือ) investor (นักลงทุน) 

Selling these shares in coffee houses and shipping ports across the continent, 
the Dutch East India Company unknowingly invented the world’s first stock 
market. Since then, companies have been collecting funds from willing 
investors to support all kinds of businesses. And today, the stock market has 
schools, careers, and even whole television channels dedicated to 
understanding it. But the modern stock market is significantly more complicated 
than its original incarnation. So how do companies and investors use the market 
today?  

share (หุน) stock market (ตลาดหุน) fund (เงินทุน) complicated (ซับซอน) 
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Let’s imagine a new coffee company that decides to launch on the market. First, 
the company will advertise itself to big investors. If they think the company is a 
good idea, they get the first crack at investing, and then sponsor the company’s 
initial public offering, or IPO. This launches the company onto the official public 
market, where any company or individual who believes the business could be 
profitable might buy a stock. Buying stocks makes those investors partial 
owners in the business.  

advertise (โฆษณา) sponsor (สนับสนุน)  

IPO (Initial Public Offering) (การเสนอขายหุนในตลาดเปนครั้งแรก) 

Their investment helps the company to grow, and as it becomes more 
successful, more buyers may see potential and start buying stocks. As demand 
for those stocks increases, so does their price, increasing the cost for 
prospective buyers, and raising the value of the company's stocks people 
already own. For the company, this increased interest helps fund new initiatives, 
and also boosts its overall market value by showing how many people are 
willing to invest in their idea.  

potential (ศักยภาพ) prospective buyer (ผูทีค่าดวาจะซื้อ) 

However, if for some reason a company starts to seem less profitable the 
reverse can also happen. If investors think their stock value is going to decline, 
they’ll sell their stocks with the hopes of making a profit before the company 
loses more value. As stocks are sold and demand for the stock goes down, the 
stock price falls, and with it, the company’s market value. This can leave 
investors with big losses– unless the company starts to look profitable again.  

profitable (ทํากําไร) decline (ลดลง) 

This see-saw of supply and demand is influenced by many factors. Companies 
are under the unavoidable influence of market forces– such as the fluctuating 
price of materials, changes in production technology, and the shifting costs of 
labor. Investors may be worried about changes in leadership, bad publicity, or 
larger factors like new laws and trade policies. And of course, plenty of 
investors are simply ready to sell valuable stocks and pursue personal 
interests. All these variables cause day-to-day noise in the market, which can 
make companies appear more or less successful. And in the stock market, 
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appearing to lose value often leads to losing investors, and in turn, losing actual 
value.  

Human confidence in the market has the power to trigger everything from 
economic booms to financial crises. And this difficult-to-track variable is why 
most professionals promote reliable long term investing over trying to make 
quick cash. However, experts are constantly building tools in efforts to increase 
their chances of success in this highly unpredictable system.  

unavoidable (ที่เล่ียงไมได) trade policy (นโยบายการคา) 

financial crisis (วิกฤตทางการเงิน) unpredictable (ที่คาดเดาไมได) 

But the stock market is not just for the rich and powerful. With the dawn of the 
Internet, everyday investors can buy stocks in many of the exact same ways a 
large investor would. And as more people educate themselves about this 
complex system, they too can trade stocks, support the businesses they 
believe in, and pursue their financial goals. The first step is getting invested. 

 

 

 

Three ways the universe could end 

Transcript 
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We know about our universe’s past: the Big Bang theory predicts that all matter, 
time, and space began in an incredibly tiny, compact state about 14 billion 
years ago. And we know about the present: scientists’ observations of the 
movement of galaxies tell us that the universe is expanding at an accelerated 
rate. But what about the future? Do we know how our universe is going to end?  

Cosmologists have three possible answers for this question, called the Big 
Freeze, the Big Rip and the Big Crunch.  

observation (การสังเกตการณ) expand (ขยายออก) cosmologist (นักจักรวาลวิทยา) 

To understand these three scenarios, imagine two objects representing galaxies. 
A short, tight rubber band is holding them together— that’s the attractive force 
of gravity. Meanwhile, two hooks are pulling them apart— that’s the repulsive 
force expanding the universe. Copy this system over and over again, and you 
have something approximating the real universe. The outcome of the battle 
between these two opposing forces determines how the end of the universe 
will play out.  

attractive force (แรงดูด) repulsive force (แรงผลัก) 

The Big Freeze scenario is what happens if the force pulling the objects apart is 
just strong enough to stretch the rubber band until it loses its elasticity. The 
expansion wouldn’t be able to accelerate anymore, but the universe would keep 
getting bigger. Clusters of galaxies would separate. The objects within the 
galaxies– suns, planets, and solar systems would move away from each other, 
until galaxies dissolved into lonely objects floating separately in the vast space. 
The light they emit would be redshifted to long wavelengths with very low, faint 
energies, and the gas emanating from them would be too thin to create new 
stars. The universe would become darker and colder, approaching a frozen state 
also known as the Big Chill, or the Heat Death of the Universe.  

elasticity (ความยืดหยุน) separate (แยกออกจากกัน) planet (ดาวเคราะห) 

solar system (ระบบสุริยะ) dissolve (ละลาย, หายไป) emit (ปลอย) 

wavelength (ชวงความยาวคล่ืน) emanate (ไหล กระจาย ฟุงออกมา) 

But what if the repulsive force is so strong that it stretches the rubber band 
past its elastic limit, and actually tears it? If the expansion of the universe 
continues to accelerate, it will eventually overcome not only the gravitational 
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force – tearing apart galaxies and solar systems– but also the electromagnetic, 
weak, and strong nuclear forces which hold atoms and nuclei together. As a 
result, the matter that makes up stars breaks into tiny pieces. Even atoms and 
subatomic particles will be destroyed. That’s the Big Rip.  

gravitational force (แรงโนมถวง) electromagnetic (คล่ืนแมเหล็กไฟฟา) 

What about the third scenario, where the rubber band wins out? That 
corresponds to a possible future in which the force of gravity brings the 
universe’s expansion to a halt— and then reverses it. Galaxies would start 
rushing towards each other, and as they clumped together their gravitational 
pull would get even stronger. Stars too would hurtle together and collide. 
Temperatures would rise as space would get tighter and tighter. The size of the 
universe would plummet until everything compressed into such a small space 
that even atoms and subatomic particles would have to crunch together. The 
result would be an incredibly dense, hot, compact universe — a lot like the state 
that preceded the Big Bang. This is the Big Crunch.  

halt (การหยุดชะงัก) hurtle (พุง) collide  (ชนกัน, ปะทะกัน) compress (บีบอัด) 

Could this tiny point of matter explode in another Big Bang? Could the universe 
expand and contract over and over again, repeating its entire history? The 
theory describing such a universe is known as the Big Bounce. In fact, there’s 
no way to tell how many bounces could’ve already happened— or how many 
might happen in the future. Each bounce would wipe away any record of the 
universe’s previous history.  

Which one of those scenarios will be the real one? The answer depends on the 
exact shape of the universe, the amount of dark energy it holds, and changes in 
its expansion rate. As of now, our observations suggest that we’re heading for a 
Big Freeze. But the good news is that we’ve probably got about 10 to the 100th 
power years before the chill sets in — so don’t start stocking up on mittens just 
yet. 
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Could underwater farms help fight climate change? 

Transcript 

For 3 billion people around the world, seafood provides a significant source of 
protein and nutrition. But recent studies show that 33% of wild fisheries are 
overfished, while another 60% are fished at their maximum capacity. In fact, 
over half the seafood we eat– from finfish and shellfish to seaweed and algae– 
isn’t caught in the wild. It’s grown through aquaculture, or aquatic farming. 
Farmed seafood is one of the fastest-growing food industries, expanding in 
volume by 5.8% each year. But different methods of aquaculture come with 
different advantages and issues– some of which echo the serious problems 
we’ve seen in industrial agriculture. So how can we avoid repeating the 
mistakes we’ve made on land, at sea? What aquaculture approaches are we 
currently using, and what does a sustainable way to farm the ocean really look 
like?  
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nutrition (โภชนาการ) fishery (การประมง) shellfish (สัตวนํ้าเปลือกแข็ง) 

aquaculture (การเพาะเล้ียงในนํ้า) agriculture (เกษตรกรรม) 

sustainable (ยั่งยืน) 

One of the most common aquaculture methods involves large pens made of 
nets, where fish are farmed offshore in floating cages roughly 1000 square 
meters in size. Commonly employed off the coast of Chile and in the fjords of 
Norway, these fish, like many industrially farmed animals, occupy stressful, 
overcrowded pens. They produce massive amounts of waste, polluting the 
surrounding areas and potentially spreading diseases to wild species. Worse 
still, since the antibiotics employed to fight disease aren’t fully absorbed by the 
fish, they get excreted back into the environment. Net pens are also 
susceptible to escapes, unleashing huge numbers of fish which compete for 
resources and weaken the local gene pool with genes adapted for captivity. 
Escaped fish can even disrupt local ecosystems as invasive species.  

waste (ของเสีย) pollute (สรางมลพิษ) susceptible (กระทบไดงาย) 

disrupt (ขัดขวาง) ecosystem (ระบบนิเวศ) 

Other techniques, such as man-made coastal ponds commonly used for shrimp 
farming in Southeast Asia, create additional environmental problems. Just like 
net pens, these ponds are prone to spreading pollution and disease. Their 
construction also frequently destroys important ecosystems like mangroves and 
marshes, which protect coastal areas from storms, provide habitats, and absorb 
tons of greenhouse gases.  

prone to (มีแนวโนม) mangrove (ปาชายเลน) marsh (หนองนํ้า) 

greenhouse gases (กาสเรือนกระจก) 

One way to solve these problems is to farm fish on land in completely 
contained systems. Tanks and raceways can recirculate and filter water to 
prevent pollution. But even fully contained facilities still contend with another 
major hurdle: fishmeal. About 10% of the seafood caught globally is used to 
feed animals, including carnivorous farmed fish. Researchers are working on fish 
feed made of insects and plant-based proteins, but for now many inland fish 
farms are connected to overfishing.  
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recirculate (หมุนเวียนอีกครั้ง)  hurdle (อุปสรรค) 

All these obstacles can make sustainable aquaculture feel a long way off, but 
innovative farmers are finding new ways to responsibly farm the seas. The most 
promising solution of all may be to look lower on the food chain. Instead of 
cramming large, carnivorous fish into pens, we can work with natural ocean 
systems to produce huge amounts of shellfish and seaweeds. These low-
maintenance flora and fauna don’t need to be fed at all. In fact, they naturally 
improve water quality, filtering it as they feed off of sunlight and nutrients in 
the seawater. By absorbing carbon through photosynthesis, these farms help 
battle climate change, and reduce local ocean acidification while creating 
habitats for other species to thrive.  

photosynthesis (การสังเคราะหแสง)  acidification (การทาํใหเปนกรด) 

Shifting to restorative ocean farming could provide good jobs for coastal 
communities, and support healthy plant and shellfish-based diets that have an 
incredibly low carbon footprint. In just 5 months, 4,000 square meters of ocean 
can produce 25 tons of seaweed and 250,000 of shellfish. With the right 
distribution network, a series of small farms, collectively the size of Washington 
State could feed the planet. Farms like these are already popping up around the 
globe, and a new generation of farmers is stepping up to pursue a more 
sustainable future. Done properly, regenerative ocean farming could play a vital 
role in helping our oceans, our climate, and ourselves. 

coastal (ทางชายฝง) carbon footprint (ปริมาณกาสเรือนกระจกที่ปลอยออกจากผลิตภัณฑ) 

vital role (บทบาทสําคญั) 
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